TRAINING

nCore Training Courses
Complete hands-on training courses offering state-of-the-art solutions to increase your
software's correctness and performance on multicore and manycore platforms

Introduction

Why Enroll?

nCore Design is the world leader in
providing instructor-led, hands-on intensive training workshops focused on
multicore technologies, GPUs, and embedded systems.
Our passion for the art and science of
high-performance software provides
you with the solid theoretical foundations and experience to jump-start your
next parallel project.

What's Covered?

What Are The Benefits?

• Programming multicore processors – Learn to
correctly architect, design, and develop efficient
parallel applications for multicore processors
by understanding how to deal with synchronization, mutual exclusion, processor caches, shared
memory, and special methods for multithreaded
programming using modern methods, such as
OpenMP and Intel Threading Building Blocks.
• Mastering advanced multicore techniques Learn how to successfully profile and optimize
multicore software in order to achieve maximum
performance. You will master advanced multicore
programming concepts, debugging and profiling
multicore programs, and practice parallelizing applications.
• Programming GPU processors - Learn the fundamentals of GPU programming through in-depth,
hands-on laboratories using CUDA and OpenCL.
By integrating multicore software development
techniques and mathematical algorithms used by
scientists and engineers, students gain expertise
in developing high-performance GPU software on
Linux or Windows platforms.
• For complete course descriptions, please visit
http://www.ncorehpc.com/training/
nCore HPC LLC
1270 Petaluma Blvd North
Suite C
Petaluma, CA 94952
+1.877.666.2236

• All courses taught by experts in multicore, multithreaded, GPU/manycore, and parallel software
systems and architectures.
• Courses offered worldwide and without the need
for travel – on-site classes offered at your convenience at your facility or a nearby partner training
center.
• In addition to nCore’s standard courses, comprehensive training workshops and courseware can be
customized to meet your organization’s educational
needs.
• Optional on-site follow-on consultation to bridge
the gap between the course and your organization’s
strategic objectives.
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• Avoid the substantial technical risk of not
having the necessary skills to tackle the
multicore and manycore parallel computing
paradigm.
• Comprehensive training workshops offer
students an in-depth overview of fundamental
concepts, while offering advanced training and
practical advice on programming.
• Online training delivery platform and
instructor-led, hands-on laboratories provide
detailed instruction and deep background,
increasing students’ knowledge and skills.
• Gain critical insights on how to improve your
software’s performance and efficiency.
• Acquire a competitive advantage by learning
to correctly design efficient multicore-aware
algorithms necessary for applications to run
on modern platforms, while reducing time-tomarket and product development slippage.
• Complete set of standard training courses,
custom course options, and consulting help
fine tune your organization’s capabilities and
eliminate the training-to-implementation gap.
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How Do I Select The Right Course?
Basic

Advanced

NCT-100 Programming
Multicore Processors

NCT-200 Advanced
Multicore Techniques

NCT-300 Programming GPU Processors
NCT-450 MCAPI Programming
NCT-6XX nCore Custom Training Course

What Do Clients Say?
• “As always, the instructor’s knowledge level and material presented are great. The instructor truly is an
expert and it shows in every presentation.”
• “Not only was a great deal of information presented, but having . . . labs ready to run was really useful.”
• “By presenting pthreads, OpenMP, and TBB it was easy to see how they are all really trying to do the same
thing for the programmer — just different ways of solving a problem. This helped me take a more structured
approached to multi-threading my own work.”
• “Thanks again for a great three days. This was the kick I needed to get moving.”

About nCore
nCore HPC is a global provider of professional services and systems focused on high performance, low latency and scalability
in embedded computing. nCore delivers state-of-the-art solutions to government agencies, high-technology organizations,
defense, research, biomedical and financial companies.
nCore is a working group member of the Multicore Association.

Course Registration
Contact nCore for more information: info@ncorehpc.com
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